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摘  要 
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In the dictionary tool, the current domestic and overseas markets has been related 
to some of the translation tool and dictionary tool, but in a multi-language support, far 
less than the industry standard and has reached industrial scale, the depth and breadth 
of application is not enough. While many existing products, or for two-way 
translation language translation, multilingual difficult matter for each translation, 
electronic dictionary flexibility and scalability is not strong.  
Chinese electronic dictionary through the study of Victoria, to achieve a search 
query, text to speech, thesaurus management, cursor translator, dynamic translation, 
the main function of the dictionary, a collection of some of the English and Chinese, 
and other two-dimensional language vocabulary to achieve multi-lingual text two-way 
translation. Three-tier architecture is divided into the application layer, service layer 
and data layer, to ensure stable and efficient service mechanism. System uses a 
distributed architecture, coupled by a variety of functions to achieve a unified 
interface. Software components developed using technology to all parts of the abstract, 
to achieve specific functions, not only to effectively ensure the overall loose 
organization, but also to ensure strict internal structure of each component 
package.Electronic dictionary software for Windows operating system environment 
and supports online upgrades. Dictionary database update at the same time workload 
for the problem, to accelerate the corpus construction, rich language, multilingual 
vocabulary design input interface, the idea of using Wiki to allow all users to 
participate in the rich language and vocabulary to achieve the goal of multi-language 
dictionary. 
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类型 方便程度 查词速度 费用 词汇量 词库可扩充 
纸质词典 一般 一般 一般 一般 否 
硬件设备电子词典 好 快 较贵 一般 否 
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